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About This Game

Claire is alone, lost, and hunted. The world has quickly becomes shrouded in darkness with unseen threats stalking Claire from
the shadows. Aided by her dog and armed only with a flashlight, Claire must conquer her fear and find her comatose mother.

However, there are others lost in the darkness seeking salvation. Claire must decide who she is going to save. With every choice
she'll begin to discover who she really is and whether she deserves to be saved herself.

-Play as Claire and explore multiple levels accompanied by your dog, Anubis.
- Use a lighter or a mouse-controlled flashlight to explore an increasingly dark world.

-Contend with the panic system, a system that increases the scariness of the environment as fear tightens its grip on Claire.
-Fight back Claire’s fear and stay alert with items scavenged from the dark corners of the world.

-Find others lost in the darkness, help them and decide to save them or leave them be.
-Multiple endings determined by plot choices and interactions with the others.

-Multiple difficulty settings, including “Nightmare” where Claire can literally be scared to death.
-New Game + allows you to keep your items and ramp up the difficulty.
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Title: Claire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Hailstorm Games
Publisher:
Hailstorm Games
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB Card

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Fun little game.
Beat in about 4 hours... worth getting on sale.. Its cheap but for a reason. Frustratingly awkward to play.. Wholeomse puzzle
platformer - took a wee while to get going for me - perhaps just because I had played the original game, but I enjoyed it once it
did.. This is really a good little hidden object game that in the classic sense where it is mostly hidden object sections rather than
some other games being more puzzles than hidden object hunting.
Also, the hidden object sections actually make sense unlike some other HOGs where stuff is where it should be in common
sense terms.
It is a short game, but if you are looking for a good, classic HOG, this is a good choice.. Bounce a duck. Keep bouncing it.
Eventually bounce two ducks. Eventually host a duck bouncing party.
10/10, totally what you'd expect of a "Bouncing Duck Simulator".. After about 2 hours of game play.... I'm really enjoying this
game! Controls feel very natural, and responsive. Levels are fun and difficult at the same time. You should pick up this fun
indie game!. Lucent Heart is a free to play Asian styled MMORPG. Anime characters and social relationship game elements,
ultimate end goal of a relationship is marriage. It worked, looked ok, sounded ok, played ok.
Try it, maybe you will like it.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjpU2vWeaA4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILqeuRcNL8Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4WHXjiWqDI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWux9qcLyUk

http://www.gamerevolution.com/review/lucent-heart

http://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/lucent-heart-stadia

http://www.ign.com/games/lucent-heart/pc-89894

http://www.mmorpg.com/gamelist.cfm/game/603/view/reviews/load/174/Footloose-or-Funless.html. The CONTROLLER
SUPPORT sucks
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Everything I ever asked for in one game. Pure genius. Pure fun. Worth it.. A fun blend of Sim and Arcade aspects. Great visuals
and fun missions. Some issues with mission difficulty spikes, but not many. Worth it.. I love this game. I have always loved this
game. Something about FPS meets tower defence game that just speaks to me. Not only that - the way that it beutifully satisfies
the different types of players in Co-op means (outside of Portal 2), its the game you have to have as a co-op.

I would like to see some more maps, but with Sanctum 2 here - Im thinking this is not something I am ever likely to see. But,
counterbalance this with what is now a very reasonable price, and you've got yourself a highly enjoyable game thats worth the
spend when your looking to share your evenings with that special IP address.. Great game with a very in depth story. Character
development is well thought out as well. Battles may be a little easy, with few being challenging, but the game is great
nonetheless. Highly recommend.. Content ripped out of the game day 1 and, then, sold 7 dollars. A quite dishonest and
untolerable behaviour. It's a bit of a theft.. I expected a laid back fun little game...
what did I get?
a frustating game where it does not explain anything to you.
The building is bad
The controls are bad
The intstructions/tutorial is almost non-existent
I couldnt play even 10 min of this game without hating it.
im sorry. If you have enjoyed puzzle games in the past, I am thinking the Portal series. Then you will LOVE this game! I am
13.3 hours in and cannot put the controler down. What a great game, the level designs are fantastic with the ablity to walk on all
surfaces in an escher-esq way. Progression is spot on, I just learned how to run! Each tier is awarded with a new ability to use,
jump, grab/interact, run, etc.. Each tier is a series of levels where you enable the flow of electricity to the main hub VIA 4 inter-
connected level chains. There are many different types of puzzles and each map provides it's own unique challenges. BUY THIS
GAME!. Episode 1:

  Despite Telltale's recent accomplishments with The Walking Dead and The Wolf Among Us, I was a little skeptical going into
Tales from the Borderlands, as I was unsure of how Telltale could turn one of today's most popular FPS/RPG hybrids into a
point and click game while keeping it entertaining. I can proudly say that I was more than delighted after finishing the first
episode.

  Being the first comedic Telltale game since Back to The Future, Tales from the Borderlands Episode 1 takes place three years
after the events of Borderlands 2. TFTBL brings several firsts to Telltale Games, including the first game to feature multiple
playable protagonists (Besides 400 Days and Jurassic Park). The shifting narratives between Rhys and Fiona bring several
hilarious moments to the story. In one moment for example, Rhys states how he triumphantly was able to convince a man for
loot, but when Fiona retells the same story, Rhys is seen begging pathetically for the loot.

  Furthermore, you do not have to be a Borderlands fan to enjoy this game. While the game features several references to past
entries, they are not vital to the story, and are just put in for those who enjoy The Borderlands Lore.

Combat has taken a larger role in this game, even more than that of The Wolf Among Us and Walking Dead combined! The
final 15-20 minutes of the episode for example is almost entirely the equivalent to that of a boss fight in a Borderlands game.

Overall, Tales from the Borderlands Episode 1 paves a bright future for the the franchise, possibly surpassing The Wolf Among
Us, and I cannot wait to see what Telltale and Gearbox have in store for Episode 2.

Episode 2:

  Telltale keeps the train going with Episode 2 of their journey through Borderlands' world of Pandora. Picking up immediately
after the events of Episode 1, Rhys and Fiona must face new challenges as they follow a path to a top secret vault presumably
filled with treasures the world has never seen.

  For the majority of this episode, the main group stays separated after an attack by Hyperion, leaving Rhys and Vaughn
stranded in the middle of the Badlands without any hope of survival, and Fiona and Sasha to deal with several of the world's
most deadly assassins out for their heads, including Borderlands favorites from past entries in the series.
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  While this episode is light on character introductions it makes up for heavily developing those from Episode 1. We get more
insight into Fiona and Sasha's lives prior to the events of the game, and we get to see some hilarious conversations with
everybody's favorite villain Handsome Jack, alongside other Borderlands favorites like Scooter and Athena.

  For this episode however, I felt that there were not many significant choices in this episode, the bulk of these "groundbreaking
decisions" being on what skin you picked for a car, or if you brofisted another character. I was questioning the seriousness of
this game's story until the final chapter of the episode, which ended with a surprisingly difficult choice that will keep you
questioning your decision until the next episode.

  Tales from the Borderlands Episode 2 was able to stay on par with the incredible premiere episode back in November, but the
story seemed to be to nonsensical for me this time around. I would hope that this episode serves a a breather for the dark
atmosphere that the ending seems to be building up to in Episode 3.
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